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CHAPTER 1

What Is a Podcast?
IN THIS CHAPTER
P

what a podcast is

P

the origins of podcasting in the context of web blogs

P

the technologies that have shaped modern-day podcasting

P

the different types of podcasts

A

CCORDING TO THE PEW RESEARCH CENTER, there has been an increase in
podcast listeners over the last decade as Americans over twelve have listened to
at least one podcast.1 This trend continues to grow as these digitally distributed
audio files are embraced by librarians. From topics as varied as library information technology to virtual book clubs to interviews with librarians and authors, there is virtually
a podcast for anyone working in or using a library. This book will outline the process of
creating a podcast, themes for podcasts, and how to distribute and market a podcast.
Intended for librarians, archivists, and other information workers, it will focus primarily
on their work and explain how to turn those experiences into a podcast. As librarians, we
know the foundation of our labor lies in sharing knowledge and information. Podcasts are
another vehicle of information-sharing that can empower our communities.
A podcast is a digital-audio file that can be downloaded from the Internet either
manually or by automated subscription. Not constrained to just audio, podcasts can also
come in video format, commonly known as vodcasts or videocacsts. In 2005, the New Oxford American Dictionary named podcast word of the year.2 In the years since, podcasts have
made a huge impact on pop culture, education, journalism, and much more with their
shared evolution of information technology. With the ubiquity of mobile devices coupled
with WiFi and cellular networks, podcasts can be created and listened to anywhere and at
any time. This type of mutual evolution of media and technology also reflects the mission
and purpose of the modern-day library.
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Libraries are, and always have been, institutions that champion knowledge sharing
and emerging information technologies. Llinares, Fox, and Berry note that podcasts
are a “hybridity of thought, sound and text [that] perhaps even fosters a reinvigoration
of the dialectic, an exchange of ideas beyond what is possible in purely written form.”3
Logically it makes sense that libraries would adopt this medium. Librarians are typically
early adopters of technology4 from the perspective of reaching out to new audiences and
patrons and catering to younger generations through these emerging technologies.5
Modern-day libraries’ support of podcasting is evident in different ways. It is more
common these days that public and academic libraries lend out technology that can be
used to create podcasts, have a dedicated podcast studio space, or both. Even beyond just
lending out these technologies, libraries may hold workshops teaching patrons how to
create their own podcasts or even serve as spaces for the live recording of a show.

Historical Overview
The beginnings of podcasts started with rich simple syndication (RSS) feeds. According
to Doree, RSS feeds were developed in 1999 by Netscape, a browser company.6 These
feeds were created to notify users of new content on a website without the user visiting
the site itself. This is done by encoding metadata about the site in an XML document.
These documents were meant to be “machine readable” and are used by computers to
process data. The feed is then made readable for humans by using a feed reader. XML
feeds were incorporated into the New York Times website, after which other sites started
to adopt the practice. This technology would also be useful in the distribution of web
logs (blogs) to allow readers to receive new updates. These XML feeds would then be
processed by software, which in turn would notify users of new blog posts.
The ability to have available updates of a blog’s new content was a stepping stone
to the creation of podcasts. Blogs grew in popularity from the late 1990s to the mid2000s, with Drezner and Farrell noting that in 1999 there were fifty blogs Internet-wide,
increasing to over 70 million in 2007.7 Blogs became more accessible for anyone who
wanted to create online content, and in an information age revolution they allowed news
to be instantly reported in a textual format. Blogs also allow users to leave comments and
facilitate interactivity and discussion of the topic on hand. This directly influences other
platforms, such as social media. Twitter, for example, is a microblogging platform that has
become popular in reporting breaking news.
Mack and Ratcliffe note that “what blogs are to newspapers, podcasts are for radio,
deconstructing the strict order of the mass-media marketplace.”8 In 2004, Adam Curry,
a former video jockey for MTV, asked RSS developer Dave Winer that the technology
be adopted to carry audio files, creating audio blogs—later to be known as podcasting.9
Winer created his podcast Morning Coffee Notes and Curry released episodes of Daily
Source Code in August of that year. These online audio shows allowed early tech adopters
to model and create their own podcasts.
RSS feeds have allowed users to subscribe to websites and, in particular, podcasts.
The early advent of podcasting and RSS was a tedious process. Users needed to find the
podcast in a feed directory, set up an RSS reader to download the feed, consume (parse)
the feed, and download the associated audio file. Wu and Li mention that early RSS feeds
were not standardized and librarians needed to train users to use readers to search feed
directories.10 These days most software and mobile apps check for updated RSS feeds and
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download new podcast episodes automatically. This is done by simply clicking or tapping
a Subscribe button. There still exist feed directories and RSS readers, but most modern
browsers present the data in a human-readable format.
Like online radio or video, early podcasts were streamed. Streaming, which is still used
today, requires users have a constant network connection to listen to content. It is more
common place today that podcasts are downloaded onto a device for offline listening,
usually as a MP3 audio file.

MP3s
The advent of MP3s helped forge the path of modern-day podcasting. MP3s are audio
files that have been compressed in such a way that content inaudible to the human ear
has been discarded in exchange for a smaller file size. This type of encoding is known as
lossy data compression. Once compressed, or encoded, MP3s must then be decoded for the
file contents to be heard. This is typically done using MP3 software.
Developed in the late 1980s, MP3 files were created at a time when storage space
and data transfer bandwidth was at a premium. Hard drives had limited capacity, and
transmitting megabytes of data could take hours. Despite the smaller size of MP3s,
downloading MP3s on a dial-up modem connection could take hours for a single song or
track. This may be hard to believe in today’s world when entertainment companies stream
entire albums, films, and television series in a matter of minutes.
In the 1990s, MP3s became a controversial file format. As Internet connections
evolved into faster transfer rates, digitized music was more freely distributed. A user
could rip an audio CD and upload the songs in MP3 form onto a server. The process of
ripping starts by extracting the songs of the CD into the WAV audio format. WAV files
are uncompressed audio and are digital replications of the audio on the CD. This format
is then encoded as an MP3 file. Much smaller than the extracted WAV format, MP3s
can then be uploaded to a server. Anyone who has access to the server can download the
audio. Users in this way can listen to an album, completely circumventing the process of
purchasing the original CD. Ripping CDs, encoding the WAV into MP3s, and uploading onto a server did not require much equipment other than a desktop computer with
an Internet connection and a CD drive. This access allowed audio content to be shared
broadly across the Internet.
The ease of sharing small digital files over the Internet had repercussions in terms of
digital piracy and copyright. Peer-to-peer (P2P) sharing services such as Napster, Limewire, Kazaa, and Gnutetta allowed users to directly connect to one another and share
files, bypassing a centralized server. Users now had large album libraries they could freely
access. Instead of buying a CD, users could download what they wanted through any of
these P2P services. This wasn’t without controversy, and the music industry and musicians
took legal action against these P2P sharing companies.
MP3s of music were being freely shared without payment going to musicians or record labels. The heavy-metal group Metallica, for example, sued Napster in 2000, which
resulted in the company’s filing for bankruptcy in 2002.11 Take-down notices were distributed through the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA).
Today premium services such as Spotify and Tidal distribute music and podcasts with
small percentages being paid to artists. Even Napster itself has been repackaged as a paid
subscription streaming music service after being purchased by Rhapsody. As of August
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2020, the company had been purchased by a virtual reality company, MelodyVR, that
“specializes in live virtual reality music experiences.”12
Despite the legal and copyright controversies surrounding MP3s, the decentralization of content and the small file size of the files directly influenced how podcasts were
distributed. Podcasts could be saved in different file types such as M4A, AAC, and WAV.
However, podcasts were easier and more accessible in MP3 format, arguably because of
the popularity of MP3 P2P services. MP3s were cross-platform compatible compared
to other compressed audio formats. The files could be encoded and decoded (played) on
desktop computers and in the historical context of the file format, on early mobile devices.

Portable Digital Music Players
The invention of the iPod greatly contributed to the development of early podcasting
and, arguably, how users consumed audio content. The iPod, a handheld, portable, digital
media device developed by Apple, played MP3 formatted audio files. The device had two
inputs, a ⅛-inch headphone jack, and a digital interface port that used Apple’s proprietary
data cable. Users plugged the device into a computer and then transferred files between
the two.
The early interface of the iPad was a wheel that could be used to select items on the
small screen of the device. The wheel allowed the user to scroll through the menus displayed on the screen. Songs were then chosen by clicking the button in the center of the
wheel. Other basic buttons of the iPod included Play/Pause, Stop, Forward, and Reverse,
which were placed above, below, and to the right and left of the wheel.
These devices also allowed the creation of digital playlists. These playlists were created
by the user and could contain whole albums, single songs, or even a playlist of podcasts.
iPods also had shuffle capabilities, allowing random songs or podcasts to be played. This
too changed how music and podcasts would be shared between users. As the digital
streaming music landscape changed, a mixed tape or a burned CD of a user’s collection
was no longer the vehicle of choice to share music. Instead, playlists of digital streaming
services were freely distributed using a hyperlink, replacing physical media with digital
distribution.
Portable music players allow MP3s to be played anywhere. Users are no longer tied
to listening to music or podcasts on their desktop computer. They can listen to podcasts
while commuting, working out, or doing virtually anything. These early devices did not
have network capabilities so they still required a desktop computer to download files.
RSS feeds also allowed portable music devices to automatically sync with computers and
download new episodes to subscribed podcasts on any device.
The word podcasting itself derives from the iPod. The word has been attributed to
Ben Hammersley, a journalist who used it in a Guardian article describing online radio,13
which was later revisited during an interview with BBC broadcaster Miranda Sawyer.14
Essentially, he mashed the words iPod and broadcasting into podcasting. However, what
separates podcasting from radio is that podcasts can be downloaded on-demand and can
be played at a later time. Users are not tied to a radio schedule and can listen to a podcast
at their own leisure.
This type of media consumption would also influence the distribution of other digital forms of media, such as streaming film and video. Video-on-demand would upend
television schedules, box-office film distribution, and even film production itself much in
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the same way that blogs disrupted newspapers and P2P services changed how music was
consumed. Later podcasts would influence vodcasts and user-created videos.
Reminiscent of portable audio cassette players, portable music players, like the iPod,
were simply hard drives that users could plug headphones into. Users could select the
songs or podcasts they desired to hear and go on their way. Unlike cassettes or CDs, hard
media did not need to be inserted into the device. Since MP3s were relatively small, these
devices could store hundreds of songs, albums, and podcasts.
Over the years the iPod would evolve into different shapes and sizes, increasing
hard-drive space for more files. Eventually the iPod would support video playback. It
would also become smaller and slimmer for maximum portability and to accommodate
physically active listeners. Listening to the device could be done while jogging or working out at the gym. It would eventually support WiFi connectivity, and touch interfaces
(abandoning the wheel interface), and cameras would be incorporated into the design.
The iPod would later directly influence Apple’s entrance into the cellular phone market,
which in turn would also shape how users listen to podcasts.

Smartphones
Apple continued to revolutionize technology with its iPhone. Combining a cellular
phone with the digital media playback offered by the iPod and the capabilities of a digital camera, the iPhone was a turning point for culture and society that still reverberates
today. Not only did the device combine these technologies, along with the digital communication capabilities of a cellular network, it allowed users to access the Internet and
use software, or apps, specifically developed for the device. The convergent technology
within the iPhone would further impact digital media creation, giving users the tools they
needed to create their own podcasts in a single device.
iTunes, the Apple media distribution software application, added podcasts to their
paid content.15 iTunes became a digital storefront for the company, allowing users to purchase media and place it on their iPod. This is essential as it connects these specific users
to a large library of podcasts along with film and music. Not only was iTunes a store for
users to acquire new music, the iTunes application could be used to organize music. Users
would connect their iPod to the iTunes application, automatically syncing new music in a
corresponding library on their computer, iPod, or iPhone. Besides music, the iTunes store
would also aggregate podcasts, allowing users to add that media to their portable device.
In 2005, Apple added podcasts to iTunes. Listing podcasts in the iTunes store introduced the media to a global audience. This type of access is a boon for libraries and
librarians creating podcasts. Shows can be available beyond their patrons and immediate
communities, with episodes available globally.
Podcasts on a smartphone can also be synced with those on a desktop computer similar to the syncing of an iPod. For example, if a podcast is paused while on a commute, the
listener can continue listening to it at home right where they left off. This flexibility gives
listeners more control of when, where, and on what device to consume media.
Eventually, smartphones would no longer be dependent on connecting to a desktop
computer to access or organize media. The iTunes Store would become available as an
app. The app would become available for the iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad. Mobile
devices have built-in audio recording tools that can use the speaker and microphone
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embedded in them. There are all-in-one apps specifically for podcast creation, production,
and distribution.
Librarians interested in developing podcasts can use smartphones in addition (or as
an alternative) to desktop computers. This lower technological barrier of entry is a boon to
libraries concerned with shrinking budgets. Podcasts can be created using a mobile device
as an economical alternative (see chapter 3).

Broadband Connections
Broadband cellular access and available WiFi networks have further increased the consumption and creation of podcasts. Now that users are not restricted to downloading a
podcast on their desktop computer, they can download them directly to their mobile
device. Much akin to users no longer being restricted to a desktop computer connected
to a mobile device, on-demand podcast downloading is now portable.
In the mid-2010s, podcasts exploded in popularity. The intersection of RSS feeds,
MP3s, smartphones, and broadband cellular access made it much easier to access and
listen to podcasts compared to the early days of their inception. The Peabody award–
winning podcast Serial, which examined a murder in Baltimore, helped the medium break
through into popular culture.16 A podcast award ceremony was parodied in a sketch on
Saturday Night Live, for example. Major news outlets and entertainment groups began to
create and distribute podcasts. With this new-found popularity, libraries and librarians
can create, edit, and distribute podcasts to their community. It just depends on what kind
of podcast a librarian wants to create.

Types of Podcasts
There are different types of podcasts that librarian producers can choose to create. It may
be helpful to have a goal or intention when planning the podcast. Producers may want to
ask themselves what kind of content or message is going to be the focus of their podcast.
A podcast about collections may be appealing to a niche library audience, but what if it
is a podcast about a specific library collection? For example, what if it focuses on a library
collection of indigenous and people-of-color authors who write primarily young adult
fiction? Not only may this be more appealing to a given audience, it can help shape what
format to use for the podcast. These formats include
•
•
•
•
•
•

solo style
interviews
panels
multiple host or conversational
instructional
narrative

Librarian podcasters are not limited to these formats. There are merits to staying with
one format or another, but this may be dependent on other factors such as time (when to
record and when to distribute the episode), number of hosts, and what specific purpose
the podcast has. Selecting a format provides consistency for the listener and producer. The
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producer will have an idea of what equipment is necessary to set up, and the listener will
have an expectation of what the podcast entails. However, these formats can be combined
or even may alternate from episode to episode. For first-time podcasters, it may be best
to stick with one format for a few episodes just to get their feet wet.

Solo Style
This podcast style is exactly as it sounds. It is a single-host format where the host discusses topics on his or her own. They are the primary voice of the podcast. This is probably the easiest podcast to begin with. An example of this style of podcast is Dan Carlin’s
Hardcore History, where the titular host discusses historical events.
There are distinct advantages and disadvantages to a solo-style format. This format
only requires a single microphone and desktop computer. Hosts do not need to worry
about scheduling guests as they can conduct the podcast on their own. This might be
difficult for those in a busy library and much easier for a librarian in a more reserved
environment. It also saves time for the host as they do not need to seek guests to have
on the show. The solo podcast may also be useful for creating rapport with an audience.
They know you and only you, and that persona could be one of authority, the next-door
neighbor, or even a close and trusted friend. If the podcast is scripted, it may require very
little editing, However, if the podcast is hosted off the cuff, it may require more scrutiny.
There are also drawbacks to hosting a podcast on your own. There may be pressure to
keep up a continual conversation by yourself. This may be difficult if the host is more reserved or is not used to recording their voice. The single host will also be the primary way
to generate content. Having another writer or producer may be helpful here as they can
assist in the solo host’s message. It may also be a challenge to gain an audience without
guests. One of the ways that a podcast can be marketed is to have a guest advertise their
presence on the show through their own social media outlets. The solo podcaster will need
to find alternate ways to grow their audience without this extra signal boost.
City Tech Stories is a podcast created by librarians at the Ursula C. Schwerin Library
of the New York City College of Technology. The first City Tech Stories episode is actually
an audio tour of our library. It was scripted to guide the listener through the physical
space and service points. This is one example of how a solo-style podcast might be produced: a single host who explains or provides commentary on the library’s space. Another
example of this style of format would be highlighting a particular service or internal
library department.

Interviews
The interview format is very popular among podcasters. It is simply a list of questions
that the host asks a rotating series of guests episode to episode in a conversational format.
One example is the Circulating Ideas podcast where host Steve Thomas interviews a different librarian for each episode. This format is useful as it can be a way to discuss various
viewpoints. Another example set in the context of librarianship would be the discussion
of controversial issues such as banned books or divesting from the police in libraries to
more casual topics such as the better book in the Dune science fiction series. A podcast
episode isn’t limited to one host or one interviewee either. It could be several interviews
with a single theme as well.
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There are inherently merits and challenges to this format that vary in comparison to
a solo format. The setup for interviews usually involves two microphones for face-to-face
interviews. For budget-focused podcast setups, this may involve acquiring additional
equipment to support another participant, like adding an audio interface and another
microphone for the guest. More guests may also mean more involved editing.
The interview format may also be a way to grow an audience as the guest can promote
themselves on the show. Interviews may also require extra planning such as scheduling
a time to record, adding additional setups for recording remotely, and preparing and researching interview questions. On the other hand, hosts may become accustomed to regular segments, or even regular interview questions, making the podcast easier to conduct
as more episodes are produced. As far as content goes, it may be a good idea to prepare
the interviewee with a fixed set of questions ahead of time to allow them to prepare. In
alignment with the podcast, the host is not solely responsible for discussing topics. The
guest, at least a good one, will also take part in shaping the podcast.

Panels
Podcast panels involve three or more people discussing a topic. This type of podcast format can be very informative for the listener as the host and participants give a multitude
of perspectives. Even more so, there may be a dynamic energy between participants,
which makes for an interesting conversation. T is for Training, a long-running podcast
that features a cast of information professionals discussing topics is one example of a
panel discussion. Further examples of a panel podcast would include having a panel of
copyright librarians discussing fair use or censorship or a group of reference librarians
talking about their daily reference interactions.
The setup for a panel podcast may be more technically complicated compared to
the solo host or interview format. Each participant would need a microphone, which
may be restrictive. It may also be a challenge if multiple participants are remotely located. For example, multiple Zoom connections should have a prior test run to see how
well everything works (which should be done for every format). There are also logistical
considerations including bandwidth and storage when interacting with multiple remote
users. With this in mind, editing a panel podcast may prove challenging as each audio file
from the participants would need to be accessed and edited together. This would require
syncing audio tracks with one another and finessing each audio track since everyone may
be using different types of equipment, resulting in different types of audio.
A panel format also requires a lot from the host. It is their job to moderate the discussion and ask questions of the participants. It may also require the host to do further
research into the topic prior to recording. Even more so, the host should be present
during the panel discussion so they can transition from topic to topic, ask follow-up
questions, or seek opposing viewpoints from participants. Regardless of these challenges,
the content from a panel discussion may entice the listener and lock them in, creating
loyalty to the series. It may be beneficial to audiences, such as librarians, who are used to
panel discussions and seek collective knowledge and different perspectives.

Multiple-Host or Conversational
The multiple-host or conversational podcast format is where two or more podcasters have
an open discussion about a topic. This is different from a panel or interview and may be
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more casual in approach, much like a few colleagues talking over a cup of morning coffee.
In this format, multiple hosts moderate each other and may consistently appear in each
episode. This also allows ideas to be bounced off one another, much akin to a conversation.
One example in the context of libraries would be a podcast where two academic librarians
explore library one-shot instruction sessions and different types of pedagogy.
Similar to the challenges of the panel discussion, a multiple-host podcast may require
more coordination and technical setup. Again, hosts should have their own microphone
and the podcast editor should expect extensive editing. This may make developing this
format more of a time commitment, also requiring prior research, discussion, and planning. Another obstacle may be scheduling as it can be a challenge to set up and find
a time to record that is convenient for all panel members. However, the merits of this
podcast may prove valuable to the listener and may grow an audience quickly, depending
on the hosts, guests, and topic involved.

Instructional
The instructional podcast format is used to teach the listener a new skill. There is an explicit, expected outcome or goal intended in the podcast. One example may be a podcast
that explores how to use a library discovery tool or how to conduct research. These can
also be accompanied by show notes, a printable PDF handout, a website, or any other
learning module that can assist the listener. The podcast itself may even be supplemental
to a library workshop or one-shot classroom instruction. This format is probably best for
a solo host or a pair of cohosts. Additionally, it could take advantage of a series of smaller
solo-host segments on a similar theme or standalone, short episodes consisting of a few
minutes each.
This type of format may require more scripting and planning in comparison to the
other formats. Not only should the podcast have step-by-step directions on the new skill,
it should also be engaging to the listener. The technical setup for the instructional format
may be minimal, however. It could be a lone librarian podcaster leading the skill share so
only one microphone is necessary, or smaller segments utilizing the same technological
setup. There may be a little more extensive audio editing in comparison to a solo format,
and yet further labor involved in developing supplemental materials. Despite this, the
listener will have access to a new skill and the host will have content that may be reusable. One scenario would be an updated version for re-occurring workshops or one-shot
instruction classes in an academic institution.

Narrative
The narrative format is the process of telling a story through a podcast. This type of
format could be standalone episodes or could be serialized story arcs that encompasses
numerous episodes. The purpose of this podcast is to give the listener a story consisting of
a beginning, middle, and end. Serial and This American Life are two podcasts that embody
the narrative format. One example of a podcast utilizing a narrative format in the library
would be a fictional story of a child’s journey to borrow a book from the library’s children’s
collection or an epic history of the library itself.
This format allows more creativity. Sound effects, different voices (or hosts), and even
music can be woven into the plot of the podcast. Interviews and other sound clips can
also be edited into the podcast as well. This may require some additional audio editing
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for these special effects as well as multiple microphones. Research and even extensive
planning would also be required to produce this type of podcast but it is an opportunity
for librarian producers to explore a more creative way to deliver content.

Combining Formats
There aren’t hard-and-fast rules when it comes to podcasting, and this includes formats.
A podcast may begin with two hosts introducing a narrative that includes an interview.
A panel format may end with questions from listeners. An instructional podcast may
actually be a live recording of a library workshop with the librarian closing the episode
with solo commentary. A narrative format may include a series of interviews that could
be standalone vignettes that tell a larger story.

Key Points
• Podcasts are digital-audio files that are distributed over the Internet that listeners
can subscribe to.
• Desktop computers, portable MP3 players, smartphones, and smart devices can be
used to play and create podcasts.
• There are different podcast formats that librarians can create that include solo
setups, interviews, and panels, all of which have their own merits and challenges.
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